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Editorial
Andrew Chrysler
Apologies, dear reader, for the late appearance of this month’s newsletter. I
have finally been able to escape these shores for some long-awaited
sunshine, with a relaxing fortnight on Lanzarote. There was ample
opportunity to catch up on relaxing and reading, although the Canary
Islands are rather lacking in railways.

Previous excursions, both last year and this, have been limited to within
these shores, without the weather, but with plenty of preserved railways and
model villages, and the product of these visits is an article below, as well as
increasing my reserve stock of “Where’s Andrew?” photographs.
In the meantime at the Lesley Road Circular Railway, the Permanent Way
has been relaid, after the first attempt failed when the gardener stumbled
over the track dislodging it (and the cat litter ballast) before the glue had
dried, leaving the track as uneven as the Coastal Road. At least this delay
allows for more rolling stock to be built, as can be seen on this photograph.
The relaid track on the bare concrete foundation is still not satisfactorily
level, so will need packing under some sections before reliable running
without derailment can be guaranteed.

News from the Isle of Wight is that the Island Line is scheduled to open for
passenger service on 1st November (subject to satisfactory test runs of the
“new” rolling stock) so it is now a race to the finish whether the Island Line
will run for passengers before my garden railway can run for the surprisingly
patient (although not entirely H&S aware) model passengers.

Chairman’s Report
Ian Shulver
I was relieved to get an email from Andrew allowing me a few extra days to
write my chairman’s notes. Because of that I can update you on how our
open day went. But before that I must express, from myself and the Club,
our sincere condolences to Fiona and family on the sad loss of Jim.
Jim was an active and valued member of our club for almost 50 years and, I
believe, he had held every office in the club at one time or another. But
probably his greatest work was being instrumental in procuring the lease to
our present premises. He was a prolific modeller in many scales from 16mm
downwards, even dabbling in 2mm (modifying Saltash to fit in his basement
was a target project). But really, I believe 16mm and his garden railway was
his joy. We will miss seeing those twinkling eyes peering out from that mass
of facial growth, the wry humour and of course his wealth of knowledge
about all manner of things. Jim, R.I.P.
At the beginning of this month we held an open day for prospective new
members (an innovation proposed and initiated by Jim). This was held on a
rather wet, windy and cold Saturday. So much so, that we even had to light
the fire. A real coal fire, I have to say, was much appreciated by many of our
visitors, of which there were well over twenty – only time will tell if this has
resulted in new members (I have high hopes for at least one and possibly a
couple more).
Everyone who came to the event appeared to be
appreciative.
In general, the layouts ran acceptably well – some
maintenance is required on Shell cove where a point seems not be
electrically working, and there is one on Monsal where a pin connecting a
point to the point motor has sheared. I must thank all those members who
attended on the day, running trains and talking to our visitors – I hope you
thought it worthwhile. Of course I must thank all those who put in effort
during the preceding weeks in tidying and cleaning the clubrooms.
When you now visit the club and run your trains on HS16.5 you will notice a
slight difference to a few months ago. Then it was simply a couple of circuits
with passing loops. It was at its most basic - a bare cork track bed, no back
scenes or other scenic effects. A change, however, is on its way and some
scenery will be added: at least in parts. On the gable wall in the south room
a start has already been made using scenic items that we already have. A
slight realignment of the track has enabled a platform to be added to both

up and down lines (not certain which one is which though). In the corner of
the room a small cameo of town square is progressing (using low relief
buildings that were donated) and we have various Airfix accoutrements that
will add life to the platforms. It is not expected that any of this scenic work
will pass muster as “Railway of Month'' in the “Modeller”, but it will be a
representation of the railway in the landscape. Whilst the south room will
have an urban feel to it, perhaps the wall in the north room should be more
rural – maybe a tunnel or two as scenic breaks, some fields, cuttings and
perhaps even a farm or quarry in the room corners. As well as playing
trains, I would urge you all to have a go at doing a bit of scenic modelling it is great fun. There are back scenes to paint, people to paint, roads to lay,
trees and hedges to be made, ballasting to be done, and so much more.
Remember it’s your railway, so just get stuck in and do something. The only
thing I ask is that you are mindful of track clearances. Whilst this is primarily
an OO layout, we should be able to run On stock (you can check clearances
by using stock from Clairmont). Perhaps this is time to get our modelling
workshops back on track (please forgive the pun).
In last month's newsletter I gave a bit of an update on progress with HS9. I
am pleased to say that, in the area at the head of the stairs, a couple of
lengths of N gauge track have now been laid, with a couple more and a
length of 12mm track to go down shortly. We can then do a final check on
clearances before completing track laying in this critical area of the
baseboard – over the rest of the baseboards, clearances are not an issue.
It was pleasing to see over the last month a slow drift back to the club room
of members, not only to work, run trains but also to chat. Please let this
continue.

Forthcoming Events
Saturday 13 November

Autumn Exhibition

Where’s Andrew?
Last month, I was at Llangollen. Jim Ford was the first to correctly identify
the location. Congratulations also go to Tony Kuivala and Ian Graham.
This month I am close to the loco sheds of a steam railway, but where?

Sleeper Trip 2021 Part 2 - Scotland

Frank Parkinson

Day 1 We all arrived at Euston Station on a very sunny and warm afternoon,
acquiring a picnic type bench on the outside concourse to sup our preferred
refreshments and to plan for our forthcoming adventure. All too soon it was
time for dinner and breaking with the Doric Arch tradition (avoiding stairs)
rode the escalator to the Signal Box to sample the menu. Problem. Both the
London Pride ale & steak pie and the haddock were not available, undaunted
we repaired to the nearby Nando’s whose chicken supply had been
replenished. Suitably refueled we boarded the sleeper, settled into our
berths to be whisked away into the night.
Day 2 West Coast Railways did well, arriving just 1 minute late at Fort
William. None of us had a particularly comfortable night's sleep but spirits
were lifted when greeted with the sight of the Lancashire Fusilier simmering
in the adjacent platform. Former Driver Undy went across to exchange rail
related observations with the Jacobite’s Driver Riley before we checked our
luggage into the nearby Premier Inn. Deciding to forego the Loch Linnhe
cruise we elected to explore Fort William and its history via the West
Highland Museum. Here can be found interesting displays relating to the
Jacobite period, Victorian culture, creation of the British Commandos in WW
11, natural history and more recently, a celebration of the first ascent of Ben
Nevis in a model T Ford. Outside in Cameron Square stands a replica vehicle,
tourists were to be seen recording their presence in souvenir photography. A
gentle Loch side stroll brought us back to the site of the original fort. This
was a Cromwellian timber-built structure later named after William of
Orange. Dinner that evening was taken at Brewers Fayre (as part of their
meal deal) but the Doom Bar ale and steak pie was off! Sound familiar?
Day 3 This couldn’t have been a better time for riding the Jacobite on what
proved to be the warmest September day. Blue skies and still air contributed
to a perfect backdrop as we rode past Loch side reflections of the mountains
towering over Loch Linnhe. The regular pause at Glenfinnan this year was
silent sadly with no lone piper to greet us. Onward to Mallaig, a wander
around the village and harbour, spotting our only evidence of marine life as a
seal drifted across the surface which, on seeing us, promptly dived out of
sight. A few minutes were spent watching a ferry cum barge craning bags of
ballast by a dockside operator using a radio control device. A possible marine
type project – I already have the hook! A wander back from the jetty with

time for a 99 cornet before boarding the Jacobite for a pleasant return
journey and a second photo opportunity on the Glenfinnan Viaduct.
Tonight, a second meal deal at the Brewers Fayre and they had redeemed
themselves with the Doom Bar ale & steak pie. We were beginning to think,
like Pte Fraser, that we were doomed!

Left - Arrival at Fort William. Centre - Tourists and the Model T.
Right - Mallaig Harbour.
Day 4 A free morning. We treated ourselves to a late breakfast and some
more wanderings, then the bus ride to Oban. A late lunch at Wetherspoons
and some shopping for essential breakfast rations for the forthcoming island
adventure. A smooth crossing which suited the land lubbers among us and a
chance to relish a G&T. On disembarking we turned to see the already
departing ferry on its return to Oban. We now faced the long slow climb (this
wouldn’t be the last) to the Colonsay Hotel for dinner. Leaving our luggage in
reception we blagged our way into the restaurant (it seems our bookings had
become confused) for a very welcome and wholesome candlelit meal. We
were met by Jim and his taxi who took us and luggage to the backpacker's
lodge, but by then it was dark. By the light of our phones, we staggered
around the garden in search of the kitchen door. Sturdy but comfortable, this
cottage was once the home of the Colonsay Estates former gamekeeper.
Previous visitors had donated plenty of spare vitals which we enjoy while
forward planning the next day's exploration. And so, to bed – we had to
make it first – this was true back-packing don't forget!

Clansman disappears into the mist on her return to Oban.
Day 5 Another easy morning of toast and porridge breakfast and no need to
hurry. Jim the driver duly arrived to collect our luggage and point us in the
direction of a woodland walk and the crystal-clear waters of Kiloran Bay.
Whilst we enjoyed the woodlands, we never did find the beach so, not
needing much persuasion our party readily detoured for the gin distillery. As
we strolled, we were met by some local ladies who directed us in the
opposite direction describing a small rise in the road then it was all downhill.
Trusting the lady's words and not that of the notoriously deceptive sat nav
we ventured on –uphill. Rain came. We donned cagoules and waterproofs
and continued on – uphill. June, not one given to swearing, was heard to
mutter “is there no end to this B road” and she wasn’t referring to the class
of road. Much laughter ensued or maybe it was mild hysteria? To make a
short story long, phoning Eileen at the distillery confirmed we were heading
for the wrong distillery and promptly came to our rescue, picking us up in
her VW truck!

Left - the return journey on the Glenfinnan Viaduct. Centre - Jinty, the 250
litre gin still. Right - en route to Mull.
On our tour of the family (Eileen and her husband) distillery we were shown
the processes for distilling London Dry Gin. Traditionally the gin still is given
a girl's name. This 250 litre still is called Jinty. On to our favourite bit – the
tasting ranging from 40-degree proof to a navy strength gin 70 degree and

Colonsay Vodka. We came away with a warm glow inside due not only to the
hospitality but also the gin. Laden with our choice blends, the rain returned
and Jim to the rescue with a mini tour of the island, returning to the hotel
for a pre-ferry supper of fish and seafood. We regrettably hurried for the
ferry back to Oban and our 4star graded comfortable Victorian guest house.
Day 6 Breakfast was taken in our rooms as due to Covid it was not possible
to eat in the dining room. The continental style breakfast however was
plentiful with much variety of goodies to enjoy later in the morning.
Still recovering from the arduous hill climbing of Colonsay we elect to have
an easy day exploring Oban (but avoiding the climb to the McCaig’s Tower
folly on top of the hill). With food ever to the forefront of the mind,
searching for restaurants we discovered all are either fully booked or limited
in capacity due Staycations or shortage of staff, a new sign of the times.
Despite this we found a small backstreet chippie with available seating and
feast on Haddock and chips with a side order of Haggis (rude not to)
accompanied by a can of Irn Bru!

Left - colourful Tobermory. Centre - perhaps the more familiar “Balamory”
to younger viewers. Right - alfresco dining, Tobermory style.
Day 7 For our final full day in Scotland, we decided on a trip to Mull
including a visit to colourful Tobermory. Throughout the holiday it becomes
apparent that we share tastes in food and drink, not only gin but fish and of
course the ultimate – chocolate. Looking across the harbour we spy the
Tobermory Chocolate Shop, once inside made our selection of handmade
delights. Thoughts again turned to food and lunch, not far away stands a
mobile fish and chip bar selling all forms of fish including salmon and dill fish
cakes and even venison pies. Gourmet alfresco dining sat on a bench on the
harbour side and not a thieving gull to be seen.

This evening back on the mainland we found a restaurant called Cuan Mor
with its own craft brewery and local Scottish menu. A fine meal to end the
day with a stroll back to the guest house, lit by the setting sun.

An Oban sunset.
Day 8 Due to the Scot Rail dispute, we were obliged to take the early 08.57
out of Oban in order to be home at a reasonable hour. A taxi ride across
Glasgow, we say our fond farewells to Pat and Mick and wait for our
First-class service to Preston. On board we are served afternoon tea
including scones with clotted cream and chuckleberry jam – yes really!
Apparently the chuckleberry is a little-known berry. It is a redcurrant crossed
with a gooseberry and jostaberry (itself a hybrid of a gooseberry and a
blackcurrant). It has a sharp, vibrant taste but is good with scones and
cream. Another new learning experience.
Another holiday of new surprises, experiences and friendships.

Dedicated to Dr Jim Ford 1954 - 2021

Model Villages (and Railways)

Andrew Chrysler
I am told that as a toddler,
I used to love the “Land of
Little People” by Rotten
Row and I suppose that
most
children
are
fascinated by child size
buildings (or models, as we
know them now.) Although
this model village, which
originally opened in 1957
closed in 1987 after 30
years, the three Dobbins
brothers had built three
model villages, firstly in
Southport,
followed
by
Great Yarmouth in 1960
and Babbacombe in 1963,
and these are both still in
existence.

Southsea
Model Village
(near Portsmouth) actually
precedes Southport by a
year, being built in 1956 in
Lumps Fort which originally
formed part of the Solent
defence network built in
response
to
a
Royal
Commission report of 1859
which identified a threat of
a French invasion. It hit the national news in May of this year, following an
attack by vandals. It has an extensive model railway running round much of
the village, and an endearing touch of humour as can be seen in the shop
names and other signs. On our recent visit, we saw an urban fox who ran
across the open grounds to take cover near to the perimeter. The village cat
- quite unperturbed - continued to ignore the signs (and the oncoming
trains) with complete disdain.

These photos of Southsea Model Village were taken during our visit in May
2021.
The Isle of Wight has both a model village at Godshill (although with only a
small railway) and - also in Godshill - the Old Smithy Gardens incorporate a
small model village, and although by far the smaller of the two, it is free to
enter (via the Old Smithy gift shop). The main model village claims to be
unique in having at its centre a 1:10 model of Shanklin Old Village and
Godshilll, including the model village, which has a 1:100 model of Shanklin
Old Village and Godshill, and within this model is yet another model
(1:1000). My head aches from just writing that, so I must offer my apologies
for any headaches that I may have caused to the reader!
Godshill takes its name from the building of All Saints Church, which according to legend - had its foundations originally laid out in a flat, easily
accessible site, but each morning the builders found the materials to have
been mysteriously moved to the hill where the church now stands.

These photographs were taken in August 2020, the first three of the main
Model Village (in the Old Vicarage gardens) and the bottom right picture is
the model of Godshill Church in the Old Smithy gardens. Godshill church also
features in the first photograph, behind my Grandson.
Bondville model village at Bridlington, is a relative newcomer, being built in
1987 at 1:12 scale. It was being offered for sale in 2020 for £230,000 by
Tim and Jan Whitehead who had owned it for eight years. The railway
feature is the smallest of any of the villages in this article, being a simple
loop, but to make up for that there is an tearoom with a sunny patio area
(which we visited three times the same week for their excellent sausage
toasties)

These photographs were taken in July 2020, when we stayed in a caravan at
Filey shortly after the end of “lockdown”. We revisited Filey in April 2021,
when lockdown was relaxed to allow self catering accommodation to reopen,
but we were unable to revisit Bondville, although the “roadmap” would have
permitted the attraction to open and the tearooms - which had a large patio
- could also have operated.
Continued next month ...

And Finally...
A slightly worrying message!

